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ABSTRACT 
 

 Blockchain technology eliminates the need for a central 

system to guarantee information integrity and custody of data, 

as well as to mediate transactions and the exchange of crypto 

assets, by allowing safe and pseudo-anonymous transactions 

and bilateral agreements between participants. It has crucial 

qualities like immutability, decentralisation, and openness that 

could help with pressing healthcare challenges including 

inadequate records at the point of care and restricted access to 

patients' own medical information. Interoperability software 

system  and technology frameworks to interact safely and 

efficiently, share data, and utilize that data across healthcare 

organisations and application vendors, resulting in a more 

efficient and effective public health system. Due to a lack of 

interoperability, healthcare today suffers from 

compartmentalised and disjointed data, hindered 

communications, and fragmented work flow tools. In a safe 

and pseudo-anonymous manner, blockchain provides access to 

longitudinal, full, and adulterate aware medical records that 

are kept in fragmented systems. The goal of our suggested 

scheme is to first integrate blockchain technology for EHR and 

then to enable safe storage of electronic records for users of the 

framework by defining granular access controls. The 

following framework gives the EHR system the advantages of 

a blockchain-based solution that is extensible, secure, and 

integrated. 

 

Keywords: Blockchain, Health Records, Electronic Health 

Records, Decentralization, And Scalability 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Technology's latest developments are touching many aspects of 

human life and altering the way the things are perceived. 

Technology is finding new methods to improve the healthcare 

industry, just as it has in many areas of life. The key advantages 

of technological innovation include enhanced safety, customer 

experience, and other aspects of the healthcare business [1]. 

Every patient's protected medical information is the most 

valuable asset in any healthcare sector. Blockchain technology 

provides an excellent and innovative solution to keep track of 

patient data that is scattered. The Electronic Health Record 

(EHR) is an unavoidable implementation of network architecture 

in the healthcare profession, and it contains a great deal of 

personal data. An Electronic Health Record (EHR) is a 

sophisticated system that collects and stores sensitive medical 

information and health data in a digital format. EHRs are patient-

driven authentic records that securely deliver information to 

approved stakeholders as quickly as practical. Patients' personal 

and medical histories are stored in an EHR. The EHR paradigm 

aspires to go beyond typical clinical data collection in order to 

provide a more holistic perspective of health outcomes [2].As 

cloud storage technology has grown in popularity and as multiple 

benefits, the most common approach of EHR data exchange is 

for the end user to store the protected EHR information on to the 

cloud. Imagine that each and every EHR uploaded updates to an 

open-source, community-wide recognized register of 

prescriptions, concerns, and sensitivity lists, guaranteeing that 

modifications to medical information are well-understood and 

verifiable across enterprises. Instead of presenting data from a 

single repository, the EHR might represent information from any 

database linked to in the register. 

 

The proposed framework incorporates Attribute-Based 

Signatures (ABS), a flexible primitive that allows a participant 

to sign a communication while preserving fine-grained 

command over identifying data. In ABS, a signer with a set of 

authorization credentials can sign a communication with a 

predicate that is in aggrievance with the authorization 

credentials. With the above proposed infra structure without 

manual user intercession, the result would be precisely balanced 

community-wide knowledge with guaranteed reliability from the 

perspective of data collection to the moment of demand. 

 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY 
The following paper discusses how distributed ledger technology 

can assist the healthcare sector and how it could be utilised for 
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electronic health records. Despite significant advances in the 

medical sector and technological advancement in electronic 

health records, the paper addresses the challenges encountered 

due to the novelty of blockchain technology. The proposed 

system combines protected record storage with sophisticated 

access control lists for such records. It establishes a structure that 

is easier to use and comprehend for the users. In addition, 

because IPFS uses an off-chain data warehouse, the framework 

proposes measures to ensure that the system solves the issues of 

data storage. 

 

The following paper discuss the use of the Blockchain to 

distribute the HER addresses the major challenges of 

transparency and jurisdiction. The Blockchain makes it simple to 

retrieve data since it is available to anybody who has been given 

permission to do so. It can be accessible from everywhere since 

it is hosted on a distributed ledger. There are, nevertheless, a few 

problems that can be resolved in the future. Because the 

participants involved in the transactions can be identified, their 

anonymity and discretion may be jeopardised. While certain 

blockchains guarantee total anonymity, some confidential 

material should not be shared in this manner. 

 

The following paper uses blockchain technology and cloud 

storage to store the indicator in element searchable encryption 

and the encrypted HER information independently, which solves 

the issue that the cloud provider has lower computational 

efficiency and is likely to cause privacy and security leakage in 

the attribute-based searchable cryptosystem. The key is 

encrypted at the very same time so it can be sent over the public 

channel. According to the conclusions of the performance 

monitoring, the encrypting and extraction time are independent 

of the concentration of attributes. The next phase would be to use 

a hidden access technique to achieve multi-keyword cipher text 

retrieval with a verifiable feature basis. 

 

In this work, the author suggests an infrastructure that integrates 

blockchain technology into global HER systems to protect the 

validity of medical information while also enhancing the current 

systems’ compatibility. It is interoperable with existing e-

healthcare solutions and can be adopted by healthcare 

professionals without affecting record keeping efficiency. It 

enables chosen participants main responsibility for the 

blockchain technology maintenance, including the generation, 

validation, and attaching of new blocks, because the platform is 

basically a multiple access system and healthcare professionals 

separately maintain records. 

 

3. METHODOLOGY 
A new block is attached when a new transaction is transmitted 

by a participant on the blockchain network. A block would be 

utilized to maintain track of transactions, and all these blocks are 

transmitted to all of the network’s linked nodes. This 

transactions, which is included within a block, is published to all 

nodes within the network. Every node in the network has a copy 

of the entire blockchain, which aids in the verification process. 

When a block comprising a client activity is disseminated to all 

network participants, they examine to see if it has been modified 

with in any way. If the validation passes, the nodes add the block 

to their personal version of the blockchain. This entire process of 

a block getting stored on the blockchain is finished by the nodes 

establishing an agreement on which blocks are legitimate for 

inclusion on the network and what is not. The connected nodes 

undertake this authentication using well-known techniques to 

authenticate the transactions and confirm that the originator is an 

authorized member of the system. When a node completes the 

verification successfully, it is awarded with crypto-

currency.Mining refers to the process of validating a 

transactions, and the miner is the node that performs this 

validation.The block is added to the blockchain when it has been 

validated.The transaction is finished once the entire validation 

process has been completed[1].The following data flow is 

explained in the figure1. 

 
Figure1 – Block validation flow 

 

Whenever a new transaction is made by the user the following 

flow is performed to store the data into the cloud by creating a 

new block. The WebApp's general hypermedia structure is 

explained by the System Architecture design. The structure of 

content items for presentation and navigation is referred to as 

content architecture. The way the application is structured to 

manage user interaction, handle internal processing duties, effect 

navigation, and present content is referred to as WebApp 

architecture. The architecture of a WebApp is defined in the 

context of the development environment in which it will be 

implemented, the main pillars of the architecture are admin, 

auditor, data owner. Admin is the main operator of the 

application and performs administrative roles.  User receives the 

private key  through a private channel shared by the data owner, 

the records is the securely stored on the cloud through block 

chain, the data is untampered here since each block is connected 

through the hash function and is encrypted using cryptographic 

algorithm , the auditor performs verification of the file and 

updates the status of the file. The architecture is shown in the 

figure 2. 

 
Figure2 - Architecture diagram 
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4. CONCLUSION 
The paper examines how blockchain technology can benefit the 

healthcare industry and how it can be utilised for electronic 

health records in this article The approach proposed combines 

safe record storage with granular access controls for those 

documents. The Blockchain makes it simple to retrieve data 

since it is available to anybody who has been given permission 

to do so. It offers a system that is easier to use and comprehend 

for the users. The proposed system combines protected record 

storage with sophisticated access control lists for such records. It 

establishes a structure that is easier to use and comprehend for 

the users.  

 

In addition, the framework suggests procedures to ensure that the 

system addresses the issue of data storage. The framework 

proposed uses blockchain technology and cloud storage to store 

the index in attribute present in searchable encryption and the 

encrypted Electronic health record data separately, with the 

attribute-based searchable encryption system, this solves the 

problem that the cloud server has low search efficiency and is 

simple to cause user privacy leakage .The key is encrypted at the 

same time so that it can be transferred through the private 

channel .According to the results of the performance analysis, 

the encryption and search times are independent of the amount 

of characteristics. There are, nevertheless, a few problems that 

can be resolved in the future. Because the participants involved 

in the transactions can be identified, their anonymity and 

discretion may be jeopardised. While certain blockchains 

guarantee total anonymity, some confidential material should not 

be shared in this manner. 
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